COMMON ENTRANCE TEST (CET) -2014
For admission to BPT/BOT/BPO at NIOH, Kolkata and SVNIRTAR, Cuttack

Date : 27th July 2014

Time : 11.00 hrs. to 13.00 hrs.

INSTRUCTION TO THE CANDIDATES
(Read the following instructions carefully )
1. Candidates are allowed to enter the examination hall at 10.45 a.m.
2. Fill up all entries at the top of the answer-sheet by BALL PEN (Blue/Black). Use black
or blue ball pen (not pencil) for indicating the answer.
3. Answers are to be given on a separate OMR Answer-Sheet provided to you. No
answer should be written on Test Booklet. For Rough Work, kindly use the pages
given in the Test Booklet at the back.
4. A set of 100 questions is in this booklet. It is given in two different sections as under.
Section — A General Knowledge,Physics, Chemistry
Section — B Mathematics / Biology
(Mathematics for BPO only
Biology for BPT, BOT & BPO)
5. All sections are compulsory. Candidates appearing for BPT/BOT will attempt Biology
questions (not Mathematics) while those appearing for BPO can attempt either
Mathematics or Biology questions in Section B.

•

6. Please darken the circle on the subject option on the OMR Answer Sheet for
Section-B for Mathematics or Biology being attempted by you. Scoring will not be
done if the option circle is not darkened.
7. Each question carries ONE mark.
8. For every question FOUR alternatives bearing letters, A, B, C, D are given. You have
to choose the correct answer and indicate your answer in the Answer-Sheet by filling

•

the circle completely with black or blue ball pen.
9. There is no negative marking for wrong answers.
10. After the time is over, return the answer sheet as well as the question-booklet to the
invigilator, before leaving the Examination Hall.
11. Candidates are not allowed to leave the examination hall before 13.00 Hrs and
he/she should handover the Question Booklet & Answer-Sheet before leaving the
examination hall.
12. The use of geometrical instruments/cell phones/calculators etc. inside the
examination hall is strictly prohibited.

